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Abstract We propose to search for the open heavy-flavor
exotic states with the quark components of Qsūd̄ with Q =
b, c via their weak decays. If there exist such exotic states
below the BK or DK thresholds, they can only decay weakly.
The advantages include: (i) the experimental backgrounds
from the secondary decay vertex are much lower due to the
long lifetimes, (ii) the productions are large enough for only
one heavy quark in such states, (iii) the thresholds of BK or
DK are about 260 MeV higher compared to the Bsπ or Dsπ

thresholds of the configurations of Qus̄d̄ or Qds̄ū, with a
higher possibility to exist such weakly-decay particles, and
(iv) if observed, their inner structures are easier understood
since they can not be induced by the kinematic effects.

The studies on exotic states beyond the conventional quark
model are helpful to understand the non-perturbative prop-
erties of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). In the recent
years, a lot of XY Z and Pc states have been observed,
explained by too many theoretical models, such as com-
pact tetra- or penta-quarks, loosely bounded molecules, non-
resonance by kinematic effects such as triangle singularities
or cusp effects, and so on [1–10]. It always happens for the
controversy in the theoretical understanding of the structures
of the exotic states, due to the difficulty of non-perturbative
QCD. It would be helpful if we find some new types of exotic
states with less theoretical ambiguities.

All of the observed exotic states are reconstructed via
strong decays in experiment. In another word, they are all
above some thresholds. Currently, there is no exotic state
observed via a weak decaying process. If there exists a
state below the corresponding lowest-lying flavor-conserving
threshold, it can only decays weakly. It is therefore stable
under the strong and electroweak interactions. The inner
structure of a stable particle is relatively easier to be under-
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stood. With a long lifetime, it must be a bound state, but
not just a peak induced by kinematic effects. If its mass was
deeply below the threshold, it might be a candidate of com-
pact tetraquark.

The last discoveried weak-decay particle up to now is the
double-charm baryon�++

cc (ccu)by LHCb [11], via the decay
mode of �+

c K
−π+π+ suggested by a systematically study

on the branching fractions [12]. The observation of �++
cc

implies a stable bbūd̄ tetraquark state [13–16]. The mass
of the doubly bottom tetraquark is predicted to be around

100 MeV below the B−B
0
γ threshold, leading to its decay

only via the weak interaction. This is a good candidate of
weak-decay tetraquark states. But unfortunately, it is very
difficult to be observed currently due to the lower proba-
bility of production with two bottom quarks and the small
branching fractions with both b-quark decays [17,18]. The
open heavy-flavor tetraquarks are interesting for the weak
decays, since the hidden heavy-flavor tetraquarks could at
least annihilate the heavy flavor quark and its antiquark via
strong or electromagnetic interactions.

The searches for open heavy-flavor exotic states have
achieved a lot of progresses in experiments. X0,1(2900) with
fully different quark flavor components of csūd̄ was observed
via a strong decay of X0,1(2900) → D+K− in the process
of B− → D−D+K− by LHCb [19,20]. Its explanations
include most of the popular models like compact tetraquarks,
molecules, triangle singularities and so on [21–25]. Very
recently, LHCb observed the first double-charm tetraquark
T+
cc (ccūd̄) [26,27]. Its mass is lower than and very close

to the threshold of D0D∗+. But it still decays strongly into
D0D0π+. Its production and decay have been studied in [28]
with the predicted signal yields manifested by the LHCb mea-
surement, supporting a picture of compact tetraquark [29].
The molecular state is also widely used to explain its inner
structure [30–33]. Another interesting candidate is X (5568)

which was found in the final state B0
s π

± by the D0 col-
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Fig. 1 Masses of the lightest states of bsūd̄ and csūd̄ tetraquarks pre-
dicted in literature

laboration [34], with four different quark flavors of bdūs̄ or
bud̄s̄. But subsequently this result was not confirmed by other
experiments [35–38]. All of the above states are measured via
their strong decays. On the other hand, the observations or
evidences of them implies that the productions of such open
heavy-flavor exotic states are large enough.

In this work, we propose to search for the four-quark states
with the quark components of Qsq̄1q̄2, with Q = b, c and
q1,2 = u, d, in the case that their masses are below the BK
or DK thresholds so that they can only decay weakly. There
are several advantages to search for such weak-decay open
heavy-flavor exotic states. Firstly, the experimental back-
grounds from the secondary decay vertex are much lower
due to the long lifetimes. Secondly, the productions are large
enough for only one heavy quark in such states. Thirdly, the
thresholds of BK or DK are about 260 MeV higher com-
pared to the Bsπ or Dsπ thresholds of the configurations of
Qq1s̄q̄2, with a higher possibility to exist such weak-decay
particles. The large difference between the two thresholds
results from the relatively larger masses of kaons compared
to those of pions, which violate the SU (3) chiral symmetry.
Finally, if observed, their inner structures are easier under-
stood since they must be bound states and can not be induced
by the kinematic effects.

In order to search for such weak-decay exotic particles, the
key issues include their masses, productions, lifetimes and
branching fractions of some favored decaying processes. We
will discuss them in details in the following. Since we are
discussing on searching for possibly weak-decay particles,
only the lightest states with the flavor components of bsūd̄
and csūd̄ are considered in this paper, denoted as T−

bs and
T 0
cs , respectively.

The masses of T−
bs and T 0

cs have been widely investigated
in the literature motivated by X (5568) and X0,1(2900). We
show the results given by systematical studies on the cor-
responding spectrum [39–50] in Fig. 1. It can be seen that
several theoretical works have predicted the existence of T−

bs
and T 0

cs below the BK or DK thresholds, while some pre-
dictions are above the thresholds. All these predictions show

Fig. 2 Depicted diagrams of the weak decays of the below-threshold
bsūd̄ tetraquark

that T−
bs and T 0

cs are the state of J P = 0+ with the ūd̄ diquark
being 0+ and color 3̄. No such bound states are present in
some other analysis [51,52]. Due to the difficulty of non-
perturbative QCD calculations, we will not make a conclu-
sion on the mass predictions. The purpose of this work is to
propose a good method to search for them via weak decays
if there exist the strong-interaction stable states.

In the case that T−
bs exists below the BK threshold, its

lifetime can be easily estimated to be around 1.5 ps. There is
only one heavy quark, the bottom quark, while all the other
quarks are light. Therefore, its lifetime is dominated by the b
quark decays. In the heavy quark limit, the lifetimes of all the
charmless b-flavored hadrons are close to each other [53],

τ(T−
bs ) ≈ τ(B−) ≈ τ(B

0
) ≈ τ(B

0
s )

≈ τ(�0
b) ≈ τ(�−

b ) ≈ τ(�0
b) ≈ 1.5 ps. (1)

The non-spectator effect from the s quark is similar to those
of �

−,0
b , while the effects from ū and d̄ anti-quarks are in

analogy with those of B+,0. All these effects are corrections
at the order of 1/m3

b in the heavy quark expansion, and are
expected to be around 10% or less [54]. The bd̄ ↔ db̄ oscil-
lation might happen in T−

bs . But after oscillating to [ds][b̄ū],
it would immediately strongly decay into B0

s π
−. Its contri-

bution to the lifetime of T−
bs is negligible since it happens via

box diagrams compared to the tree contributions.
One of the key points of this work is that a particle with

a longer lifetime is easier to be observed in the hadron col-
liders [55]. Similarly to ordinary ground-state B mesons and
baryons, the weak-decay T−

bs is boosted to fly a distance in the
detector after its production in the high-energy hadron collid-
ers. The final-state tracks come from a common vertex where
T−
bs decays, which is displaced from the primary p p̄ (or pp)

collision vertex where T−
bs is produced. The lifetime of T−

bs is
long enough to distinguish the primary vertex and secondary
vertex at Tevatron and LHC, like the ordinary B mesons and
b-baryons. Therefore, the stable T−

bs benefits a much lower
background, making it much easier to be observed.

The most favorable weakly decay modes are T−
bs →

J/�K−K−π+ and D+K−π−. All the final-state particles
are electrically charged so that can be easily detected in the
hadron colliders, seen in Fig. 2 for the depicted diagrams in
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Fig. 3 Topological diagrams of weak decays of the bsūd̄ tetraquark
into J/�K−K−π+ and D+K−π−, respectively

the collisions. The dominant topological decaying diagrams
are shown in Fig. 3. The decay of T−

bs → J/�K−K−π+
is dominated by the color-suppressed emitted tree diagram,
while T−

bs → D+K−π− by the color-favored emitted tree
diagram. Both of them contribute to relatively large branch-
ing fractions [56]. The branching fractions are approximately
similar to those of corresponding B meson decays at the lead-
ing order of the heavy quark expansion,

B(T−
bs →J/�K−K−π+) ≈ B(B− → J/�K−)

≈ B(B
0 → J/�K−π+) = O(10−3), (2)

B(T−
bs →D+K−π−) ≈ B(B− → D0π−)

≈ B(B
0 → D+π−) = O(10−3). (3)

The prompt production of T−
bs at the hadron colliders can

be directly compared to the known productions of B mesons
and b-baryons. The production of heavy-light hadrons are
usually understood as the production of a heavy-flavor quark
and the fragmentation into the corresponding hadrons. The
ratio of cross sections can be expressed by the fragmentation
functions as in the following

σ(pp → T−
bs X)

σ (pp → B−X)
= fTbs

fB
= fTbs

f�b

f�b

f�b

f�b

fB
, (4)

where fi ’s are the fragmentation functions of a b quark into
the corresponding hadrons. Here, fB is exactly the same as
fu or fd which are usually used in some literature. The
ratios of the right-handed side of the above equation can
be obtained from the current measurements. The produc-
tions of T−

bs (bsūd̄) relative to �b(bsu) can be taken approxi-
mately as the fragmentations with a ūd̄ diquark v.s. a u quark,
fTbs/ f�b ∝ f�b/ fB . Note that the excited states of bsūd̄
are probably above the BK thresholds, thus would decay
strongly into BK or other final states, but not T−

bs . This
is different from B mesons and b-baryons whose excited
states will definitely decays into the ground states of the
bottom hadrons. The fragmentation of b → T−

bs should
thus be taken as the primary fragmentation functions of
the ground states, just like the case of T+

cc (ccūd̄) as done
in [28]. The primary fragmentation functions, represented

as f ′
i , are according to the direct production of hadrons

from high-energy collisions, without the feeddown from the
excited states. Therefore, it can be obtained that fTbs/ f�b ∼
f ′
�b

/ fB = ( f ′
�b

/ f�b )( f�b/ fB). The primary fragmenta-
tion of ground state of �c has been measured by Belle that
f ′
�c

/ f�c = 0.48±0.08 [57]. Under the heavy quark symme-
try, the ratio of f ′

�b
/ f�b would be close to that of the charmed

baryons. The baryon-to-meson ratio of fragmentations has
been measured by LHCb with f�b/ fB = 0.518 ± 0.036 at
the averaging range of 4 < pT < 25GeV and 2 < η < 5
[58]. Currently, f�b/ f�b has a relatively large uncertainty.
It is measured that f�b/ f�b = 0.082 ± 0.027 by LHCb via
�−

b → J/��− and �0
b → J/�� under the assumption

of the flavor SU (3) symmetry [59], which is consistent with
the theoretical prediction given by [60]. The ratio of pro-
ductions of T−

bs compared to B meson is finally obtained as
0.011 ± 0.004.

With all the information of productions and decays, we can
estimate the signal yields of T−

bs . We compare the decays of
T−
bs → J/�K−K−π+ and D+K−π− with the B meson

decaying processes with the same number of tracks, in
order to control the detection efficiencies of final particles,
such as B− → J/�K−π+π− and B− → D+π−π−.
Their branching fractions are (0.81 ± 0.13) × 10−3 and
(1.07 ± 0.05) × 10−3 [53], respectively. In [61], 5.5 × 105

signal events of B− → J/�K−π+π− were found using
9 fb−1 data at LHCb. It was reported that 4.9 × 104 events
of B− → D+π−π− were collected for the 3 fb−1 data by
LHCb [62]. Considering the similar lifetimes and decaying
branching fractions between T−

bs and B−, and the ratio of
productions, it can be expected that the signal yields of T−

bs→ J/�K−K−π+ and D+K−π− would be at the order of
102 or 103 with the current LHCb data. With the low back-
grounds due to the long lifetime, such large number of events
is a good opportunity for the discovery, as long as there exists
a weak-decay T−

bs . If T−
bs were not observed via the above two

decay processes, it would help to exclude the existence of the
tetraquark state of bsūd̄ below the BK threshold.

The search strategy of T 0
cs is slightly different from that of

T−
bs , since the heavy quark expansion in the charmed hadrons

does not work as well as that in the bottom hadrons. If T 0
cs

exists below the DK threshold, it could weakly decays into
K−K−π+π+ via the transition of c → usd̄ . The branching
fractions of Cabibbo-favored processes of charmed hadron
decays are usually at the order of percent. Unlike the strate-
gies for T−

bs , prompt productions are not suitable for the
searches of T 0

cs , although the productions of charmed hadrons
are even larger than the bottom ones. The lifetime of T 0

cs
would be shorter than T−

bs by around one order of magni-
tude. The heavy quark expansion does not work well in the
charm system, so then the spectators contribute significantly
to the total width of the charmed hadrons. For example, the
lifetimes of charmed baryons are ranging from 0.15 ps to
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Fig. 4 Topological diagrams of B mesons decaying into T 0
cs

0.45 ps, smaller than those of charmed mesons from 0.41 ps
to 1.04 ps, and much smaller than those of bottom hadrons
with 1.5 ps. So then the lifetime of T 0

cs are expected to be
smaller than charmed baryons with even one more spec-
tator quark. Such short lifetime would make it difficult to
distinguish the secondary vertex of T 0

cs decays from the pri-
mary vertex of prompt productions, so that difficult to lower
down the backgrounds. Beside, the combined backgrounds
of K−K−π+π+ are too large at the proton-proton collision.
Therefore, it should be changed for the strategy to search for
T 0
cs via B meson decays.

We propose to measure B− → D(∗)−T 0
cs and B

0 →
D

(∗)0
T 0
cs with T 0

cs →K−K−π+π+, whose topological dia-
grams are shown in Fig. 4. In this case, it could avoid
the large backgrounds. Besides, the observation of B →
DX0,1(2900) implies that the production of T 0

cs in B decays
might be large enough as well. The quark flavors of the final
states have two strange quarks and two down anti-quarks,
which could not form any ordinary qq̄ mesons. Even if a mis-
identification between a pion and a kaon in experiments, the
width of the weak-decay T 0

cs is extremely narrow, compared
to the relatively large width of a resonance with a mass above
2 GeV.

In conclusion, we propose to search for the four differ-
ent flavor exotic tetraquark states of bsūd̄ and csūd̄ via
their weak decays, if there exist such states below the BK
or DK thresholds. The advantages include larger produc-
tions, longer lifetimes lowering down the experimental back-
grounds, higher thresholds and more clear inner structures.
The searching for the bsūd̄ tetraquark could be performed
by measuring the processes of T−

bs → J/�K−K−π+ and
D+K−π−. The csūd̄ tetraquark could be searched for via

the decays of B− → D(∗)−T 0
cs and B

0 → D
(∗)0

T 0
cs with T 0

cs
→K−K−π+π+. They could be easily measured using the
current LHCb data. If not observed, it would also be helpful
to constrain the lower limit of the masses of such tetraquarks.
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